**Internship in JAPAN**

**Product Project Management & Governance**

**Who we are:**
Mitsubishi Fuso Truck & Bus Corporation (MFTBC) is a commercial vehicle manufacturer. We sell light-, medium- and heavy-duty trucks and buses. With a history dating to 1932, Mitsubishi Fuso today is a leader in Asia and the Middle East, with business in over 100 countries around the world. Daimler AG owns majority of MFTBC shares, other shares are held by Mitsubishi. MFTBC is an integral part of DaimlerTrucks.

**What’s the job about:**
Project leaders and sub-project leaders in the line functions need to have a set of project management methods which are well understood as the standard in Fuso. With that all projects can run efficiently in the same way: The project team can concentrate on working and does not need to invent again and again new project management methods. In a small team we will define/refine this set of methods and support the implementation in the entire organization. You would support working on:

- Understanding of Fuso Product Creation Process along the Quality Gates
- Introduction of cplace as an IT-tool for project management ([www.cplace.com](http://www.cplace.com)) – creating reporting functions
- Introducing a set of project management modules such as change/cost/maturity/risk/issue-management

**Your skill:**
Experience in (automotive) industries, studies of (economic)-informatics, economic-engineering or the like, knowledge of Java, project management and English. PowerPoint and Excel skills are assumed. You are communicative, self-supporting, able to work polite and with patience even against resistance.

**What we offer:**
Multicultural environment, that gives you the chance to work with people from all over the world. Besides project and technical/ economical experiences you will be close to the creation of new Truck.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Jens Krueger
(tel.: +81 44 3314066  mail: jens.krueger@daimlertruck.com)